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Item Issue Raised by Details Response Action Updates

Equipment
BA Set Design 

for Screen

Reps- The new scanners are amazing. 

The tech drawings and work looks great. 

BA Painting 
Reps- Us, first years, are very happy. 

Timetable is working perfectly. 

MA Drawing Reps- We are very happy. 

MFA

Reps- One of the students had a bad 

experience during art crit and was very 

upset afterwards. She had to go to 

counselling. I feel the sign for treating all 

students fairly wasn't prominent. The 

sign could be more emphasized. This is 

an isolated incident but could have been 

controlled. 

Dean- This is sad to hear. I will talk to 

the course leader as they can help 

set the tone on the ground. You 

should speak to them as well and 

also speak to the SU. Keep reporting 

it and if it's a regular occurrence we 

will do more.  

Dean to speak to the Programme 

Director and Course Leaders.

Sculpture

Reps- We have had difficulties too and 

it's hard to communicate. It is a 

competitive environment. 

Dean- Staff members have started a 

Code of Conduct. As a policy they go 

through it  and set boundaries. 

Reps to keep their course team 

and the SU informed of incidents. 

SU to report to the dean and 

think of solutions to counter it. 

MA Drawing
Reps- We were told about the Code of 

Conduct. 

Dean to speak to the course 

team. 

Dean to consider making Code of 

Conduct a professional standard 

throughout all courses. 

Reps- This is the first time I have heard 

of the  Code of Conduct. 

Code of 

Conduct

Students 

upsetting other 

students 

Technical Arts 

and Special 

Effects

Satisfaction

Positives
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Reps- Can we have another life drawing 

class? It's too busy to begin with. 

Dean- It is incredibly popular and is 

budgeted for the year. I am aware 

that there is a need. I can try and look 

for budget. I will speak to the 

Programme Director to see if we can 

put more on.

Dean to speak to the Programme 

Director about the possibility of 

having more life drawing classes.

Reps- It's too busy at lunchtime.

Dean- Next year we will keep in 

account of the time of the sessions 

and see what we can do. 

Dean to speak to the Programme 

Director about the timing of the 

classes. 

Buildings Manager (BM)- I will see 

what I can do. Money is an issue. 

Dean- Health and safety  is also 

another concern. We have to make 

sure it's safe. We will look in to it. 

The Students' Union (SU)- 

Camberwell has a pop-up studio in 

Wilson Road. It's a good example. 

Dean- Saturday opening is here to 

stay. CCW in general is looking at 

longer opening hours. 

Dean to carry on working on 

staying open later in the 

evenings. 

BM- We will be piloting it to see 

whether it's sustainable. 

Dean to speak to the Head of 

Counselling and find out if there 

is any feedback procedure and 

find out more details. 

Dean to update the part-time 

CCW officer and the Students' 

Union. 

Life drawing 

classes

College 

Services 

Reps- LCC is open till 10pm while 

Wimbledon closes at 8.30pm. We use it 

until the last minute. I have been 

checking the register and it's evidently 

popular.

Dean and Buildings Manager 

(BM) to look into getting a 

temporary fixture to extend 

studio. 

Reps- it would be a better use of space if 

we had a temporary structure (for e.g. 

tent, marquee etc.) as studios. It would 

create more room. 

BA Set Design 

for Screen

Possible 

extension of 

studios

Dean- I am worried to hear this, it's 

tricky and I need to know more. Since 

this is the first time this has been 

raised I will feed it back to the Head 

of Counselling. I will find out if there 

is any feedback process.

Reps- Improvement needed in 

counselling and therapy sessions at 

Wimbledon: I received feedback that the 

counselling didn't feel professional and 

helpful. It was not a good experience and 

there was no room for feedback. 

BA Set Design 

for Screen

Counselling and 

therapy 

sessions

BA PaintingOpening hours

Studios

BA Painting Extra classes
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Dean- CCW give about £5000 and 

£3000 from me for infrastructure, 

paint, timber etc. 

Dean- The organising committee 

(which includes the programme 

directors and course leaders) meets 

in early January to discuss space. I 

can find out if there's any student 

representation on this.

Dean to find out if there is 

student representation on the 

Degree Show organising 

committee.

Dean- You should get information in 

term 2. You will get the information 

about space as well.

Dean- Chelsea piloted online 

catalogue which was expensive yet 

successful. We are also looking in to 

it as something we would finance. 

Dean- I also want to introduce what 

Set Design for Screen does and has 

been doing for two years. SDS invited 

me, the building manager and health 

& safety and did a highly professional 

presentation including details such as 

shortfall on cost and troubleshooting.

Reps- Who would we contact to set this 

up?

Dean- Contact your course leader 

who will then contact me. 

Bronze casting

Reps- Bronze casting workshop is only 

open for two and half days (Monday to 

Wednesday morning). Can it be 

extended to three days as the process is 

very long. The technician said he is 

happy to extend it. 

Dean- I will feed this back. I have 

been getting good feedback about 

him. 

Dean to feed this back to the 

Sculpture course team. 

Metal casting

Reps- We bought this up in Course 

Committee and they said cost would be 

an issue but can we also extend opening 

hours for metal casting as well?

Dean- It will be and I will pass it on. 

There might be ways around it. If we 

can't then we will let you know.

Dean to speak to the course 

team and update the SU about 

extending opening hours. 

Degree 

Show

Reps- We don't know anything about the 

structure and organisation of the Degree 

Shows - how they are planning it and 

information about budget. We get emails 

saying we will be sent some later but we 

would like to know sooner. 

BA Theatre 

Design

Information on 

planning

Workshop Sculpture
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Kilns Sculpture
Reps- We have to book in with Chelsea 

college to use the kilns. 

Dean- I wrote to the Head of 

Technical asking if we will have 

ceramic kilns and the cost of 

extractor. I have no updates so far 

but will keep looking in to it. 

Dean to update SU and reps 

about the conversation with the 

Head of Technical. 

Dean- A large amount of college 

budget goes toward technical items. 

If you feel like there isn't enough then 

it will come out of that budget. You 

will need to speak to the SU and also 

email me with the details and I will 

speak to the Head of Technical. 

SU- We could do surveys to 

understand the demand. 

Dean- It was set up by someone and 

we are all struggling. 

Reps- Handbook or emails explaining 

how it works would be helpful. 

Anything clarifying the process. 

Dean to look into clarifying things 

for students. 

Dean- We are moving it. We want to 

control the kind of paint you use as 

well. 

BM- We want to stop the use of cars 

and toxic paint. 

Reps- Can we have a cash machine on 

campus? The nearest one is very far 

away. 

SU- A large number of students want 

that. 

Bike covers Various
Reps- There is some issues with rust as 

there is no cover. 

BM- I can see if there is attachment 

or canopy over it. 

BM to investigate the bike shed 

cover. 

Dean- We looked into it a few years 

ago- let me re-visit that. Staff would 

be interested too. 

Dean to explore the possibility of 

having a cash machine on 

campus. 

Facilities

Spraying 

studios

BA Set Design 

for Screen

Reps- We want a proper space with an 

extraction fan and away from students. 

It's currently outside the new building. 

Can it be moved?

Cash machines 

on campus
MFA Fine Art

Equipment

BA Print & Time-

Based Media
AV Funding

Reps- The previous rep told me they 

were pushing for it. Not enough 

equipment is funded.

Reps- The AV store is being changed to 

a digital centre. We've had a bad 

experience with this and no-one knows 

how it works. We were not inducted at 

all. 
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BM- We were going to do it last year. 

The Technical Manager  was looking 

in to it. 

Dean- It's fantastic you brought it up 

as we spend £8000 on skips which 

comes out of college cost. A recycling 

pod was decided but not designated. 

I can see if we can reactivate it. It's a 

matter of managing and changing the 

culture at Wimbledon. 

Dean to speak to the Technical 

Manager about recycling shed or 

bins.

Reps- We could use bins or even a few 

shelves. 

SU- If you want to make a project out 

of it in your spare time then you can 

apply for the Student Initiative Fund 

and use the money for that. 

Reps- Printing is quite expensive. Can 

we have free printing or cheaper?

SU- Aiwip (free printing organisation) 

gives 100 pages for free although it does 

contain adverts. Would you be on board 

with that?

Various

Reps- There seem to be lots available to 

staff. We could do with a printer that can 

be used at all times. 

Dean- Let me find out. We will try and 

get updates. 

SU

SU- We remember the talks about DMC 

printers in last year's forum and we were 

under the impression that students can 

use those. 

Room 

booking
Availability MFA Fine Art

Reps- We should be given the 

opportunity to book rooms that are not 

being used for studying. 

Dean- It's a good idea. I will need to 

speak to the Associate Dean and see 

if we can find gaps on CelCat and 

see if it can be booked. 

Dean to speak to the Associate 

Dean about utilising the free 

meeting rooms for students to 

use for studying. 

UAL e-store
Not user 

friendly
Various

Reps- We did not have a good 

experience while buying materials. It is 

not mobile friendly. 

Dean- I didn't even know about this. I 

need to find out who is running this 

and will feed back.

Dean to investigate who is in 

charge of e-store and feedback 

to the SU and reps. 

Costs
BA Set Design 

for Screen

Dean- If it worked elsewhere and 

UAL is okay with it then I don't see 

why not. SU and I can meet and see 

what that would look like. 

Dean to meet with the SU to 

discuss partnership with Aiwip. 

Recycling

Printing

Reps- A lot of useful materials (such as 

foam boards) gets thrown away. Can we 

have a drop off area or shed we can use 

so anyone can access and reuse it. 
Sculpture and 

Theatre Design
Materials

Access
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Christmas 

Party
Organisation

BA Theatre 

Design

Reps- Who organises the Christmas 

party? We want to get involved and want 

more information. 

Dean- It was initiated by students and 

staff were involved as a result. I don't 

know the contact but can find out.

Dean to find out who is in charge 

and let the SU know. 

Library Bean bags MFA Fine Art
Reps- Can we have bean bags in the 

library?

Dean- We will take that forward to the 

library.

Dean to speak to the library 

about facilitating bean bags in 

the library. 

BA Print & Time-

Based Media

BM- I am on the case and will get it 

sorted. We have engineers coming in 

and will have an update soon. 

BM to update the SU when the 

toilet is fixed. 

BA Set Design 

for Screen & 

Theatre Design

BM- Also pop into my office (located 

by the reception area on the right 

hand side) anytime with issues so I 

can fix them straight away. 

Lighting BA Painting Reps- The light flickers in our studio.

BM- That is easily fixable. Ring up 

8000 for any problems with studios. 

We will be introducing daylight bulbs.  

Taps
BA Fine Art 

Sculpture

Reps- We have a problem with the taps. 

Nothing comes out of the new hot water 

tap and the cold water pressure is so 

hard it attacks you. 

BM- I will look into it. Drain 

technicians were around recently 

surveying the site and I'm awaiting a 

report. I didn't know about the hot 

water tap. I will look into it straight 

away. 

BM to investigate further and fix 

the broken hot water tap. 

BA Fine Art 

Sculpture

Rep- The plug covers in the studios is a 

health and safety risk.

BM- it's a design fault and I'm trying 

to get it fixed. I will try and look for a 

different box to cover it. We are also 

looking at electrics all over. 

BM to try and find a box or an 

alternative. 

BM- That is an old studio and has 

been changed around. 

Dean- We need to look in to it.
Dean and BM to discuss the 

Painting studio. 

Estates

Toilets

Reps- PTMB toilets has been out of 

order since the beginning of  term for 

over two weeks. We know it has 

happened before. Any communication 

would be useful. 

Plug covers

BA Painting

Reps- The plugs are behind the boards 

and are difficult to access. Access is 

important to do media work. 
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Sustainability

Reps- Not using the polystyrene boxes 

would be great as it's a sustainability 

issue. 

SU- We met with Alistair Jones, who 

is in charge of the canteen, and he 

said reduced price means reduced 

quality. 

Price
Reps- The food is overpriced, quality is 

bad. 

Dean- I have noticed how expensive 

it's got since June. We are also 

supposed to have the same menus 

as the other colleges. 

Variety Rep- There is a lack of options
Dean- We could set up a meeting 

again. 

Dean and SU to organise a 

meeting with Alistair Jones. 

SU and Dean met with 

Alistair Jones on 28th 

November- awaiting 

further details. 

Canteen Various


